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Abstract
Bin planning (arrangements) is a key factor in the timber industry. Improper planning of the storage bins may lead to inefficient transportation of resources, which threaten the overall efficiency
and thereby limit the profit margins of sawmills. To address this challenge, a simulation model has
been developed. However, as numerous alternatives are available for arranging bins, simulating
all possibilities will take an enormous amount of time and it is computationally infeasible. A discrete-event simulation model incorporating meta-heuristic algorithms has therefore been investigated in this study. Preliminary investigations indicate that the results achieved by GA based simulation model are promising and better than the other meta-heuristic algorithm. Further, a sensitivity analysis has been done on the GA based optimal arrangement which contributes to gaining
insights and knowledge about the real system that ultimately leads to improved and enhanced efficiency in sawmill yards. It is expected that the results achieved in the work will support timber
industries in making optimal decisions with respect to arrangement of storage bins in a sawmill
yard.
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1. Introduction

One of the most important problems in integrated supply chain logistics is the optimization of resources and it is
a very complex problem that deals with the planning, handling and control, for the storage of raw material between arrival and production Silva et al. [1]. The operational optimisations in industries are often concerned
with maximising profits and performance while minimising costs and resources. In today’s economic conditions
competitive business has made most of the industries opt for optimisation techniques in order to attain significant reductions in operational costs. Further, costs are one of the most commonly used criterions for supply
chain logistics or performance of resources. The profit of a firm is directly affected by the costs of its operational resources Songsong and Lazaros [2].
In most of the sawmill industries, efficient planning and optimization of storage bins are key factors for successful reduction in their operational costs. Bin arrangements in sawmill yard have a significant impact on utilization of resources and production supply, whereas resources are the essential equipment for transporting, loading and unloading of logs from one place to another within sawmill yard. Inefficient utilization of resources results in productivity loss by failing to serve production unit with logs in a timely fashion and unnecessary operational costs. In order to attain a significant reduction in operational costs and increase productivity, a comprehensive and systematic approach for optimization of bins has been proposed. The current work presents a case
study aimed at helping Bergkvist Insjön AB attain significant reduction in their operational costs and optimize
the use of resources.
Bergkvist Insjön AB1 is one of the large privately owned sawmills in Sweden with an annual production
volume of around 400,000 cubic meters. A brief description of the work routine has been provided to the sake of
clarity. Typical operations at the Bergkvist Insjön AB begin with the arrival of logs. Trucks loaded with timber
arrive at sawmill where they are unloaded by a first log stacker. Unloaded timber is allowed to pass through a
measuring station in which a human inspector checks for the quality of the timber. Further the timber passes
through a 3-D scanner that will determine the type and dimension of the wood. Depending upon the type and
dimensions, timber gets placed into appropriate storage bins which are ranged alongside a long transport band.
All storage bins have the same capacity but bins with bigger diameter class assigned to it will be filled much
faster than the others. Once the bins are almost full, a ping message is displayed on the inbuilt GPS-Timber2
screen placed in log stacker and drivers respond to that request and empty the bins and store the logs in the storage area. Based on the production requirements, timber from specific storage area or storage bins are emptied
and fed to the saw mill with the aid of a second log stacker. Timber is then passed through a second 3-D scanner.
The role of the second scanner is to double check that the right type and dimension of timber is being selected
for production. Lack of proper control at this stage seriously compromises quality of the end product. Timber
that is rejected by the second scanner is sent back to the measurement station. Such timbers are measured again to
reassign a new (timber) class and appropriate storage bins as per the new class and the process continues. Upon
acceptance, the logs are processed and are directed to further stages of production Asif Rahman et al. [3] [4].
Bin arrangements usually depend on heuristics, data analysis and subjective opinions of experience personals.
However, these methods are not accurate and potentially increase the risk of making inappropriate decisions
which may increase utilization of resources and costs. Further, testing other options or possibilities will not be
feasible in real time. To solve this problem many researchers came up with various simulation techniques as
they are the promising alternative solution to these kinds of problems. Further, developing a simulation model
will save both time and money by evaluating various scenarios which were not feasible to test in real time.
However, use of simulation models will not guarantee optimal solution if there is an enormous search space, as
“N bins can be arranged in N! ways” and computation time increases exponentially with increase in number of
bins. Therefore, in order to guarantee an optimal solution in a huge search space, a simulation model incorporating different meta-heuristic algorithms for optimal arrangements of storage bins has been considered in this
study. This model uses a discrete event simulation (DES) to verify the various scenarios of bin arrangements
whereas algorithms such as Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Simulated Annealing (SA) can assist the simulation to
search for a near optimal solution efficiently in enormous search space.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2: Literature Review, Section 3: Discrete Event Simulation, Section 4: Case Study, Section 5: Results and Discussion, Section 6: Sensitivity Analysis and Finally Sec1
2
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tion 7: Conclusion and Future Work.

2. Review Methodology
Currently, there are many operational optimization problems in sawmill yards, which can be resolved as bin arrangements, resource allocation and space allocation for arrivals, rejections and temporary storage of sorted
timber. However, the literature covered in the study was with regard to planning and optimization problems
where simulations and meta-heuristic algorithms can be used in order to attain significant reductions in their operational costs.
The simulation based approaches to assess the operational routines within the domain and the impact of logistics is not a new concept. Many simulations models are increasingly being used for optimization and decision
making purposes in every organization. The commercially available simulation packages have also being increased. Many newer simulation packages now offer object-oriented modelling architecture; therefore the simulation applications are more portable and scalable than before Chen et al. [5]. One of the promising methods of
optimizing problems were performance can be evaluated by a simulation model is the use of GA Azadivar and
Wang [6]. Shin et al. [7] proposed a simulation model incorporating genetic algorithm for optimal hoist planning in building constructions, uses simulation to test the optimal hoist plan whereas GA searches for a set of
hoists that optimizes rental costs. Further, simulation models incorporating GA has also been used to optimize
seating arrangements Shin & Iima [8] and improving the quality care of hospital emergency department Yeh and
Lin [9]. Simulations are often developed to check the validity of the model or to evaluate its efficiency. It permits examination of the behaviour of real world system by developing simplified models of real system. It can
be used to explore the behaviour of artificial systems in order to predict what might happen should such a system come into existence in the real world Goldspink [10]. Finally, simulation allows researchers to study processes in ways nature prohibits, given that it can be run many times with the values of the model parameters
modified in each run and changes observed in outputs. Computer simulation can be applied for different purposes, namely prediction, performance, entertainment, training, education, confirmation and discovery Albino et
al. [11].
Genetic Algorithms (GA) are a robust adaptive optimization method based on biological principals, GA is an
efficient algorithm to solve combinatorial optimization problems by exploring a large and complex search space
in an adaptive way guided by the equivalent biological evolution mechanisms of reproduction, crossover and
mutation Javadi et al. [12]. The most important advantage of GA is their ability to use accumulative information
about the initial unknown search space in order to move the next search into useful spaces Ceylan and Ozturk
[13]. In the past decade, a large number of combinatorial optimization problems and solution methods have been
presented in the literature on integrated supply chain management Songsong and Lazaros [2]. Yeh and Lin [9]
proposed a GA method to obtain a near optimal solution for hospital emergency department. Further, simulation
has been used to evaluate how system is impacted by various nursing schedules. C. D’Souza et al. [14] proposed
a Genetic Algorithm and Artificial Immune System to tackle the “Pickup and Delivery” problem effectively
giving optimal solutions. By using these meta-heuristic methods the authors have optimize overall transport between different destinations leading to better utilization of time and resources. Daniels and Parsons [15] proposed the use of hybrid algorithm that combines an agent-based approach with GA global search operator to
show that it is both faster and more effective than either a pure GA or a pure agent-based simulation to space arrangement problems. GA are the most studied and applied meta-heuristic in the optimization field Michalewicz
and Fogel [16] because GA are very easy to implement in all sorts of problems, and usually guarantee good solutions, whatever the type of solution space Silva et al. [1]. Shin and Iima [8] proposed a GA o find the best
classroom seating arrangement based on the questionnaire results and analysis of the observation of behaviour
between students. According to authors, the satisfaction of students for the proposed method is higher than the
traditional class room seating arrangements.
Simulated Annealing (SA) is the deterministic search approach based on the annealing process of metal. This
procedure can be considered a hybrid method of local search and usually employs a downhill algorithm unless
probability is decreases to 0. In this situation, uphill moves would be applied for increasing probability [17].
Simulated annealing (SA) is inspired in the physical annealing process. The randomized nature of the procedure
permits asymptotic convergence to optimal solution under mild conditions [18]. Vaidyanathan and Anthony [19]
studied the applicability of simulated annealing as a very effective and useful solution approach to complex
problems involved in supply chain management to reduce costs and improve efficiency. Hamid and Keivan [20]
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uses a simulated annealing approach for optimizing the fleet size and freight car allocation problem wherein car
demands and travel times were assumed to be deterministic and unmet demands were backordered. Allaoui and
Artiba [21] considered a multi-objective optimization problem taking into consideration the system constrains.
Suman [22] used a Pareto dominated simulated annealing for multi-objective optimization problems where he
has made extensive comparisons of multi-objective simulated annealing algorithms. Mahmoud et al. [23] presented a simulated annealing algorithm for solving multi-objective stochastic optimization problem. The algorithm uses hill-climbing feature to escape the local minimalistic trap. A new Pareto set for multi-objective stochastic optimization is also introduced to assist the simulated annealing algorithm attain optimality. Further, simulation is used to estimate the objective function values.
From the above literature review, it can be notice that for most of optimization problem meta-heuristics algorithms has been used very efficiently. In this work, as we are addressing the optimal arrangement of bins, which
takes a lot of time and resources, if we simulate all possible arrangements, as “n bins can be arranged in n!
ways”. Therefore, an effective simulation model incorporating optimization algorithm is demanded, which will
guarantee a near optimal solution in enormous search space. Based on these understandings, a simulation model
incorporating a meta-heuristic algorithm has been developed. This is aimed at minimizing the total distance
travelled by the resources, while, loading and unloading of storage area and storage bins. Finally, supply of logs
to productions house was also considered. As resources top priority is to keep feeding sawmill with logs either
from storage area or storage bins depending on the random production plan or order.

3. Discrete Event Simulation Model
In most of the timber industries planning and optimizing storage bins is a difficult task as number of bins increases computation time increases exponentially. It is due to the fact that “N number of bins can be arranged in
N! ways”. A search for the optimal solution by simulating all possibilities is time consuming and tedious work.
As n becomes large exhaustive search is computationally infeasible. In order to determine the optimal bin arrangement which can minimize the workload of resources and improve the overall efficiency in sawmill yard, a
discrete event simulation model incorporating meta-heuristic algorithms has been developed for this study. To
create a simulation model, Arena simulation software was chosen amongst potential software products available
in the market, due to its nature and flexibility. The model development process has been described in the following sections.

3.1. Model Architecture
The simulation process begins with data acquisition and random arrangements of bins, which are required to
plan the optimal bin arrangement in sawmill yard. The information regarding each bin has been included, such
as, the capacity of each bin, the distance between each bin and its storage area, distance between each bin and
sawmill and finally the distance between storage area and sawmill and vice versa. As all bins, storage areas and
sawmill are interconnected, the log stacker can move to any place from anywhere in the simulation to process a
request. However, the information regarding how many resources will be used was also included. Based on the
given information, the simulation arranges the initial bin positions based on the random population and starts the
simulation. For each population simulation calculates the distance travelled by the log stacker (resources), how
many logs were supplied to sawmill and how many logs ended up in free bins or dynamic bins and how much
time taken by log stacker to fulfil all the requests. Further, the data will be transferred to optimization algorithms
to select fittest solutions and generate a new population based on those fittest solutions. The simulation starts
again with new population and the process continuous until end of the generations or stopping condition satisfies.
Finally, over the number of generations, the population evolves towards a solution close to optimal.

3.2. Model Development
As mentioned earlier, the simulation model used in the research work represents a sawmill yard where efficient
handling of resources have been examined based on the optimal arrangements of bins. The simulation models
will optimize the overall distance travelled by the resources and also fulfils other constraints, such as, emptying
bins and supplying logs to sawmill. The key responsibilities of resources includes different kinds of tasks, such
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as, unloading storage bins and store the logs in storage area, fill the sawmill buffer and choose the optimal distance between bins while transporting timber logs between different tasks. However, including the responsibilities few assumptions were also made in simulation model, which are as follows.
• The arrivals of timber logs per minute are uniform and followed the current pattern in sawmill. All the arrival
logs are measured and transported to storage bins via conveyor belts.
• The time spent processing each log is same whereas time spent to transport each log to its storage bin is different and it is based on its distance from measuring station to their respective bins.
• The capacity of storage bins have been predefined based on dimension (diameter and length) of each log class.
• There is only one resource, which will do all the work. The bin which request first will be served first.
• The starting point of Log stacker is near the saw mill.
• All the logs will be stored in their respective storage bins and storage area.
• The logs supply requests from sawmill has not been considered in this study, as we are interested in arrangement of bins to minimize the utilization of log stackers. Even then we supply some random logs to sawmill to
utilize log stacker more effectively.
Based on the above information and assumptions the simulation model was built.

3.3. Simulation Model and Meta-Heuristic Algorithms
The Discrete Event Simulation model incorporating meta-heuristic algorithms (GA and SA) has been developed
using a simulation software Arena. It was chosen due to its graphical interface and flexibility with other programming languages. Further, the simulation model has been divided into two parts, actual simulation and
meta-heuristic algorithms (Figure 1). The DES was developed using the software and algorithms were developed in Visual Basic language, which can easily exchange values within simulation software whenever it is required and therefore exhibits full functionality of the software.
3.3.1. Data Acquisition
The raw data (log arrival data) has been acquired from Bergkvist Insjön AB and stored in the database. The
main objective here is to run the simulation on real data sets. Further, the data has been divided in different sets
based on different moths, so as to know the arrival pattern will be same or changes according to the seasons. To
test the simulation, the one month data at a time has been selected due to huge size of the data and further the
data has been shuffled randomly to test the sensitivity of the model.
3.3.2. Sawmill Yard
There are several objects or entities in this simulation model, measuring station, storage bins, storage area, log
stackers and sawmill. Further, the storage bins and storage area has been divided into several more entities, as
each bin and its storage unit represents one entity. Since, there are 83 storage bins and corresponding storage
area in front of those bins (brown colour boxes in Figure 2), where all the sorted logs will be stored. However,
there are only 59 active log classes which are processed in sawmill and requires only 59 storage bins out of 83.
The remaining 24 bins are used for other purposes logs and those bins are represented by blue and green colour
and those bins are fixed and do not change their positions in simulation model. The green colours bins are dynamic bins, which will be used, if corresponding bins beside it or before it are completely full. The blue colours
bins are used for low quality logs which are not processed in the sawmill production unit and that’s the reason
they are far away from the saw mill. However, the last two blue bins near the sawmill production unit are also
dynamic bins and free bins and will be used by any of the log class if their respective classes are full or if they
didn’t find their respective class or bin.
3.3.3. Log Stacker
The log stackers are one of the most important resources of this simulation study. The role of log stackers is to
empty the storage bins and stores the logs in storage area or feed the logs to sawmill for production. The time
and distance travel by log stacker between sawmill and storage bins, storage bins and storage area, storage area
and sawmill, and storage area to storage bins varies according to its position, distance and speed. As all the
routes are interconnected and log stacker chooses the minimum distance while travelling. If it travels at a constant speed of 2 meters/second, it costs around 180 € per/hour.
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Figure 1. Proposed simulation model (GA).

Figure 2. Simulation model of bin arrangement.
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3.3.4. Events
In this simulation study, there are 5 events, such as, arrival, loading the bins, unloading the bins, dumping logs
in storage area and supplying logs to sawmill for production. First, when logs arrive at the measuring station, an
activity is started. The event “log arrival” occurs with regular time intervals and amounts the arrival per minute.
Second, “loading event” occurs when the logs passes through measuring station. Third, “unloading bins” occurs
when bins are almost full and request a log stacker. Fourth, log stacker responds to the request and serves each
bin based on first come first serve basis. Finally, the unloading logs will be either stored in storage area or supplied to sawmill and this will results the final event. Further, this process continues as continuous request comes
in from all the bins throughout simulation.

3.3.5. Relationship between Events
The most important activity in this study the behaviour of resources; total distance travelled by log stacker is
calculated as the sum of distance travel between sawmill and storage bins and storage bins and storage area and
storage area to other storage bins. Further, the total time the log stacker was busy was calculated as the percentage of total time taken by the simulation model and total time taken by log stacker to travel the distance including the emptying and dumping time. Finally, the dynamic bins were evaluated to find out which combination
gives less number of logs in dynamic bin.

3.4. Model Validation
Before applying the simulation model, it must be validated to determine whether the constructed model is an
accurate representation of the system under research Kelton et al. [24]. If the model is valid, the conclusions
drawn from it should be similar to those that could be obtained from physical experiment with the real system.
Consequently, when the results from the simulation model are accepted as valid and are used to make decisions,
the model can be said to be credible Shin et al. [7]. The validation of the model proposed in this study was performed by comparing the results of existing model with previous simulation study and historical results Asif
Rahman et al. [3] and [4]. Further, few test cases were also implemented to tested the credibility of the simulation model. However, a summary of validation results can be seen in Sections 6 and 7.
The log stackers travel at the speed of 120 meters/minute and they can only unload a limited number of logs
from each bin based on the dimensions of each class. An absolute max value it can unload is the max capacity of
each bin. The production plan or sawmill requests has not been included in this study. If we optimize the use of
resources based on the current simulation based optimization approach then remaining time of resources can be
better utilized by sawmill for production requests.
Further, test results suggested that, the current arrangement used in sawmill takes more time and more distance as compared to the optimal arrangement derived from meta-heuristic algorithms. However, as mentioned
earlier, the aim here is to optimise the usage of the log stacker as minimum as possible while satisfying the all
constraints of sawmill yard. In this validation, same conditions were applied in the simulation model for both
approaches current and optimised one. Based on the actual observations, few values were used, as measuring
station aim to process 1000 logs per hour and similarly sawmill process time varies with respect to class, as
small (diameter) classes take less and big (diameter) classes take more time. However, the average processing
time in sawmill is around 22 logs per minute for all classes and it will process around 1300 logs per hour. Simulation operations were performed on both the approaches and results of log stackers were used for validation.

3.5. Optimization-Meta-Heuristic Algorithms
Before one would say that GA is better or worse than SA, let us make a comparison of these algorithms. We will
see that these algorithms are very similar in some way to each other. Further, we cannot guarantee that it’s going
to find a good solution or not. So, we have to be very careful while choosing the right parameters before testing
the algorithms. The current problem in sawmill yard where search space of optimal solution grows exponentially
as the size of the problem increases, which makes an exhaustive search for optimal solution infeasible. To search
for an optimal solution, Genetic Algorithm and Simulated Annealing have been considered in this study. The
aim here is to compare different algorithms because these algorithms can search for near optimal solutions in
huge solution space.
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3.5.1. Initial Representation
GA operates on a random population of individuals and each individual represents a bin (Figure 3). The length
of population represents total number of bins and number in each gene represents the position of the bin, there
are few bins which are fixed which cannot be changed/swapped with other numbers (Green and Blue colour bin
in Figure 2). Similarly, Simulated Annealing also operates on the initial population of random individuals and
initializes the time, maximum size and acceptable limit. It is very similar to creating individuals in GA.
3.5.2. Initial Population
Both the algorithm usually starts with the predefined random population, however, in this study, the random
population for only the 59 bin positions where assumed and reaming positions 24 were kept in their respective
positions as they can’t be changed. The length and size of the population was 80 for our model excluding the
free bins; however, we can test the simulation with different sizes. The bigger the population the more time it
takes and also increases the chances of obtaining optimal solution.
3.5.3. Fitness Function and Evaluation
The function which is used to evaluate each population has to returns the distance travelled by the log stacker,
number of logs supplied to saw mill and overall busy time for log stacker. After the initial population is generated, the fitness of each solution is evaluated by using simulation model. Fitness values of each population will
be obtained and using the best fitness values of half of the population is selected (i.e. 40 sample population).
From these selected populations, new population will be created based on roulette wheel selection process and
cyclic crossover in GA. The cycle crossover operator identifies a number of so-called cycles between two parent
chromosomes. Then, to form a child 1, cycle one is copied from parent 1, cycle 2 from parent 2, cycle 3 from
parent 1, and so on. For SA algorithm, the fitness function evaluation is the same as in GA. The program keeps
track of the best fitness value found so far and if solution is better or equal than before then it will be the current
generation. And it will continue until annealing limit reaches to 0. Since, decreasing annealing limit increases
generations.

Figure 3. Initial representation.
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3.5.4. New Generation
After evaluating all the population using simulation model, the fittest half of initial population will be selected
and undergo evolution cycle, which may include selection, crossover and mutation. Selection was performed by
selecting any two random populations from the population pool. In this study, the roulette wheel selection process based on the ranking algorithm was applied for selection.
The population of next generation was generated by applying the cyclic crossover operator to the random
population obtained from the selection process. The crossover operator selects two parent solutions randomly
and does the cyclic crossover where fixed genes occupy same set of position in new child population as they
were in parent population, whereas other genes forms a cycle and swap their positions. This crossover will make
the fixed bins remain in their respective positions whereas other bins change accordingly based on number of
cycles. The positions were swapped for odd cycles and even cycles positions were kept as it is. However, this
operator creates two new populations and it will replace original parents in population sample, and this process
continuous until all new generation has been created. Further, simulation continues with new generation until
end of the generations or stopping condition satisfies. Over the number of generations, genetic operators continuously improve the fitness of population, and consequently, the population evolves towards a solution close to
optimal.
3.5.5. Stopping Condition
The simulation model has to stop at one point, either it should satisfy the stopping criteria or maximum generations have to be reached. Further, if there isn’t any improvement in new generations then we can stop the simulation. In this study, based on the first criterion, the stopping condition is set as when the number of generations
reaches 50, or when there is no improvement in the optimal solution over 20 generations the simulation stops.

4. Sawmill Yard Operations
4.1. Bergkvist Insjön AB―A Case Study
The current simulation model was applied to a sawmill industry, Bergkvist Insjön AB. The aim of this study was
to verify that current bin arrangements in sawmill yard is optimal or not. Further, to identify which combination
of bins gives you optimal results and how utilization of resources can be minimized. A brief description of the
operational routines in sawmill yard has been mentioned earlier.
In this study, the investigation has been done on the behaviour of log stackers based on the different arrangements of bins. The objective is to identify the optimal arrangement, which reduces the workload of resources
and increases the overall efficiency in sawmill yard. The log stacker’s responsibilities include unloading storage
bins, storing logs in storage area and feeding log to sawmill. However, the sawmill production unit has the top
priority and log stackers are obliged to follow the priority and feed the production unit with logs. Because feeding the sawmill is top priority, the log stackers sometimes fail to unload bins on time, which stops the measuring
process and leads to inefficiency in measuring station. Similarly, by fulfilling the request of all the bins, log
stackers are occasionally unable to meet the requirement of sawmill and this also results in inefficiency in sawmill production. To overcome this problem, a simulation model incorporating genetic algorithm and simulated
annealing has been investigated to identify the bottlenecks in the sawmill yard and proposes a storage bins arrangement which optimizes the usage of resources and increases the overall efficiency in sawmill yard.

4.2. Application of the Proposed Model
In the sawmill yard, we have two log stacker, one log stacker is responsible for unloading logs from trucks and
feeding the logs to measuring station. The second log stacker is responsible for feeding sawmill and unloading
storage bins. Further, the responsibilities of log stackers can change and even they can share the responsibilities.
However, results from previous simulation study on working routines suggested that resources having individual
responsibilities give better results compared to sharing responsibilities Asif Rahman et al. [3]. Keeping the earlier results in mind, we have tested this simulation study with one log stacker.

4.3. Properties of Simulation Model
For simulation operations, some conditions such as, arrival of logs, bin capacity and log stacker grapple size
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were assumed according to current constraints in sawmill yard. Further, the time taken for processing and distance and speed were also set based on the perfect conditions in sawmill yard. These conditions and properties
must be set carefully because they affect the simulation result.
In particular, the arrival of logs in this case study was defined in accordance with real time situations without
any breakdowns in the measuring station. The proposed method results in shortest distance travel by the log
stacker while performing his responsibilities of unloading and storing logs and even supplying logs to sawmill at
random. Therefore, this approach is reasonable for optimal bin arrangements in sawmill yard.

5. Results and Discussion
To verify the results, the algorithms and currently used arrangement results were compared. The results for all
the cases are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2. The total distance travelled by log stacker for currently used
storage bin arrangement was higher, as compared to meta-heuristic algorithms. Further, the performance of GA
was much better compared SA The results for finding the optimal storage bin arrangement in sawmill yard that
increases efficiency has been shown in (Figure 4), where, the distance travel by log stacker decrease as generations increases and at certain point there were no improvements and we stopped the simulation model.
The Meta-heuristic algorithms based optimal arrangement was tested with different data sets with respect to
months and combination of few months. The results suggested that the GA based arrangement was better compared to other algorithm and currently used bin arrangements in the sawmill yard.
Run Time: Time taken by each algorithm will be same, since, number of arriving logs is constant. Further,
meta-heuristic algorithms show that time complexity increases exponentially with increase in number of logs in

Figure 4. Results of one week data (i.e. 43,000 logs).
Table 1. Results of simulation model.
Results of Simulation Model
Storage Bin Arrangements

Distance

Supply to Sawmill

Log Stacker Utilization

Currently Used Sawmill

184

20,033

60.90%

GA-1

152

20,154

50.20%

GA-2

148

19,095

49.00%

GA-3

149

18,648

49.00%

SA-1

156

20,586

51.50%

SA-2

154

20,474

50.93%

SA-3

154

19,717

51.00%
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Table 2. Distance travelled by log stacker (Km).
Distance Travelled by Log Stacker (Km)
Current Arrival
Pattern

Random Arrival
Pattern 1

Random Arrival
Pattern 2

Random Arrival
Pattern 3

Data

Arrangements
Current

1339

1377

1380

1385

1370

May 2012

GA based

1325

1222

1241

1221

1252

June 2012

July 2012

Aug 2012

Sep 2012

Oct 2012

Nov 2012

Dec 2012

Jan 2013

Feb 2013

Mar 2013

Apr 2013

Average

SA

1391

1207

1368

1213

1294

Current

1221

1247

1240

1254

1240

GA based

1159

1077

1070

1238

1136

SA

1252

1085

1248

1128

1178

Current

723

755

758

749

746

GA based

640

662

719

665

671

SA

751

671

728

631

695

Current

1583

1624

1619

1634

1615

GA based

1507

1401

1447

1399

1438

SA

1641

1666

1417

1395

1529

Current

1019

1041

1046

1045

1037

GA based

997

930

1042

979

987

SA

1035

1098

1084

1072

1072

Current

1122

1179

1177

1181

1164

GA based

1208

1224

1257

1022

1177

SA

1172

1260

1169

1154

1188

Current

1012

1052

1045

1046

1038

GA based

900

908

934

954

921

SA

1039

994

1102

903

1009

Current

878

889

889

893

887

GA based

863

743

774

758

784

SA

870

865

797

782

828

Current

1542

1600

1595

1584

1580

GA based

1349

1348

1336

1336

1342

SA

1481

1497

1378

1377

1433

Current

1539

1566

1569

1567

1560

GA based

1299

1520

1314

1572

1426

SA

1312

1561

1302

1609

1446

Current

1402

1407

1425

1431

1416

GA based

1550

1255

1228

1255

1322

SA

1431

1619

1258

1209

1379

Current

1558

1619

1632

1613

1605

GA based

1517

1706

1616

1432

1567

SA

1537

1598

1579

1484

1549

data sets.
Solution Quality: The set of parameters and their values are very crucial in determining the solution quality.
The GA based optimal bin arrangement produces good results compared to other algorithms. SA produces near
optimal results with moderately high temperature and cooling rate very close to 1. To some extent, all metaheuristic algorithms are very good solvers and can provide optimal solutions if the right set of parameters are
selected. Further, it should not affect the number of iterations and quality of solution. From the algorithm based
optimal arrangement the average distance travel by log stacker was significantly less compared to actual arrangement used in sawmill for all the data sets. Further, if we convert distance into cost, the differences were
significantly more for one month data and increases greatly for the total of one year or even more. The proposed
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model provided an optimal alternative that satisfied cost and time constraint simultaneously. These results revel
that the DES model using optimization algorithm is reasonable and appropriate solution for finding optimal arrangement of storage bins in a sawmill yard. Further, it saves lot of time in assessing different scenarios, which
can be used as alternatives solutions.

6. Sensitivity Analysis (Genetic Algorithm)
Simulation model consists of many different components that analyst cannot estimate in perfect precision and
results are always subjective to some level of uncertainty. So, sensitivity analysis of system dynamics models
should be conducted in order to reach more reliable conclusion.
The input data i.e. arrival pattern has been randomly distributed and tested several times with each arrangement current, GA and SA and outputs were calculated (see Table 2). Further, overall mean has been calculated
with respect to two types of data sets, one month data samples and three months data samples covering the
whole one year data. Figure 5 and Figure 6 suggested that there is significant difference between two arrangements with respect to distance travel by log stackers. Further, the distance increases even more as the data size
increases.
The average difference between two storage bin arrangements is around 114 km for one month data and 222
km for three months data. As the input sample size increases the distance travel by log stacker also increases.
Further, if we analyse the impact of addition distance travelled by log stacker based on the current bin arrangements is around 70,000 € additional cost every year.
The log stackers travel at a speed of 2 m/sec and costs around 180 €/hour. The average distance we saved using GA based optimal arrangement is around 114 km/month. If we convert it to hours it will be around 16 hours
per month. The cost for 16 hours is around 3000 € and it is only for one month and one log stacker. Similarly, if
use two or three log stackers then the addition cost per year will be more than 70,000 € plus the additional cost
for drives and more wear and tear for the log stackers which will result in nearly 100,000 € additional costs.
However, the third log stacker will be used in emergency situations, like log arrivals in a train or inundated flow
of trucks carrying logs. With this GA based optimal arrangement we can save minimum of 100,000 € every year
plus increases the usability and life span of log stackers and improves the overall efficiency in sawmill yard.

ANOVA Analysis
ANOVA uses the F test to determine whether there exists a significant difference among means or not by rejecting or accepting null hypothesis. If the null hypothesis (i.e. no difference among means for both the arrangements current and GA based) is accepted, there is an implication that no relation exists between the random arrival patterns and the distance travel by log stackers. When the F test rejects the null hypothesis, thorough
analysis then, there exists a significant difference between two arrangements.
The GA based optimal arrangement of bins gives effective results as compared to the current arrangement in
the sawmill yard. So, to test the sensitivity of the simulation model statistical sensitivity method has been used
in order to determine the association between different inputs and outputs and how variance of both solutions
behaves. The input data has been randomly distributed and tested several times and each time output were calculated. Further, the one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used to determine whether there are any significant differences between the means of two solutions. It is important to realise that the one-way ANOVA is an
omnibus test statistic and cannot tell you which specific groups were significantly different from each other; it
only tells you that at least two groups were different Laerd Statistics [25].
Data transformations are commonly-used tools that can serve many functions in quantitative analysis of data,
including improving normality of a distribution and equalizing variance to meet assumptions and improve effect
sizes, thus constituting important aspects of data cleaning and preparing for your statistical analyses Osborne
[26]. Before applying ANOVA analysis it was important to normalise the data. So, we have used Boxcox Transformation to normalized data. The descriptive tables (Table 3 and Table 4) provides some very useful statistics
regarding mean, standard deviation and 95% confidence intervals for the dependent variable (distance), for each
separate group (Current_ Arrangement and GA based Optimal Arrangement), as well as when all groups are
combined (Total). Further, from the results of ANOVA analysis we can see that the significance level is 0.027 (p
= 0.027), which is below 0.05 and, therefore, there is a statistically significant difference between the two group
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Figure 5. Mean difference between arrangements (one month data sample).

Figure 6. Mean difference between arrangements (3 months data sample).
Table 3. ANOVA analysis results.
ANOVA
Source

Type III SS

Df

Mean Square

F-Ratio

P-value

Data Samples

394,521,678

1

394,521,678

5013

0.027

Error

9,286,177,072

118

78,696,416

Table 4. Least squares means.
Least Squares Means
Data Samples

Level

LS Mean

Standard Error

N

Current Arrangement

1

1,273,300

36,216

60

GA Arrangement

2

1,158,624

36,216

60

of means i.e. current and GA based arrangements and we can reject the null hypothesis.

7. Conclusion and Future work
Solving combinatorial optimization problems are really hard, and there is no good algorithm known for this kind
of problem. That is the reason, why Genetic Algorithm or Simulated Annealing can be used very well to solve
these problems. It can be seen that the problem and its basics hugely related to problems from the real word.
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Nowadays, when the resources are expensive and optimization is very important, these methods might be a very
good choice. It is cannot be said that Genetic Algorithm or Simulated Annealing is better. It can be said that
both of them are effective algorithms, when carefully selected. It is worth thinking both of these algorithms,
when we face these problems.
The proposed simulation model using GA and SA for optimal arrangement of storage bins in a sawmill yard
has been investigated. To verify its applicability and the effect of proposed model, it was tested with the real
data sets and compared with actual arrangements in sawmill yard. In the experiment, the results of both metaheuristic algorithms based optimization model and currently used model in sawmill yard were compared. The
proposed model i.e. GA showed more optimal results and also greatly reduced the cost while satisfying the constraints and proved to be a better approach to planning and optimizing bin arrangements in a sawmill yard. The
simpler structure of SA does not search a big part of the solution space compared to GA. GA mainly uses mutation and crossover to jump to another part of solution space and to create a new solution from previously known
best results. While GA operates with these two effective methods, SA only replaces some of its elements by the
defined neighbourhood function. So, there is a difference between final optimal solutions. However, both the algorithms provide promising results compared to current arrangement in sawmill. However, further studies are
necessary before it can be actually implemented in the sawmill yard. Additional experiments are necessary to
determine the best positions for dynamic bins in order to maximize its utilization. The extension of simulation
model form arrival to processing will help analyse appropriate time to implement the additional log stackers and
even log stacker can be assigned additional responsibilities when they are free.
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